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THE EDITORIAL BOARD is open to all interested and active colleagues who want to
support international understanding
through educational work.

The purpose of
INTERNATIONAL TEACHER - Post
Edited by an international board
is to be the international quarterly magazine for “International Teacher Association”, - a network of teachers and pedagogues in order to promote a culture of
peace and non-violence, which UN has
defined as “respect for human rights, democracy and tolerance, the promotion of
development, education for peace, the
free flow of information and the wider
participation of women as an integral approach to preventing violence [and creating] conditions for peace and its consolidation.” (UN Resolution A/58/11)

We are looking forward receiving your letter to the editor, an interesting article, pictures, students’ work, pedagogical projects, information of common interest,
“advertisements”, poems etc.!
Notice please: Our English language
might not always be perfectly correct, but
we hope that the sincere intentions
will be clear!
Also notice please: Opinions expressed in
the articles don’t need to reflect the views of
ITA or the editorial board!

Information/contact:
www.international-teacher.dk or
Oksana Khomutenko
Jørgensen,
Bredsten, Denmark.
(+45) 75 88 24 07
okshom@yahoo.com
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International Teacher Association Denmark 2018
Tilknyttet medlem
Lisbeth Djurhuus
Ærøvej 20 b
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Formand
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Milechild Uganda
Niels er rejst til Uganda, for at besøge Milechild. Det er et safarifirma, som støtter skolen
Milechild. Kender du nogen, som vil være frivillige på skolen, vil vi gerne høre fra dem.

Støt skolerne i Nepal
Indbetal fx 100 kr. pr måned eller et engangsbeløb
Indbetal pengene på ITA’s Nepalkonto: 8500 0003572137

Mange tak
for bidrag

Kontingent til ITA
Så er det tid til at betale kontingent 200 kr. (unge og studerende 50 kr.) bedes indbetalt pr
1. april på ITA’s konto: 1551 16454494 eller indbetal på giro: +01< +16454494<
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The Theme of the Academic year 2018—2019
Preevention and solution of global, ecological problems.
Teachers' vision in practice and theory.
The UN goal number 13 is the starting
point for the ITA theme. It says
Take urgent action to combat climate
change and its impacts.

Do you have any ideas about how to work with the theme?
Do you have an opinion about the subject?
Write to me. I will bring it in the next issue of ITA-Post
Write to Jytte.Svendsen1@skolekom.dk
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ITA annual meeting 2018 in Kostorma
Kostroma is a historic
city in the Golden
Ring at the confluence
of the Volga and Kostroma Rivers.
We had a very exiting
week in the city.
Thank you ver y much to Svetlana
Kovaleva, who organized the trip.

Kostroma 1. – 8. of July 2018
By Lisbeth Djurhuus
This year the ITA conference was held in
Kostroma, 300 km NE of Moscow on the
basis of an invitation from Kostroma
State University and planned by Svetlana
and collegues.
The program was like this:
1st of July We were all picked up in the
airport in Moscow by Svetlana + 3 students, who helped
us through the week. We
drove for about 5 hours through rural areas NE of Moscow.
2nd of July Plenary meeting on
“UNESCO values as the basis of formation of cross-cultural area” in
Kostroma State University
and a Kostroma-city-tour in the afternoon. Presentations
and tour around the institution.
3rd of July Plenary meeting on
“UNESCO values .. cross-cultural area”
in Kostroma State Agricultural Academy”. Presentations .
th
4 of July Plenary meeting in Kostroma
Energy College, institution of secondary
education. We
6

were taken round the institution and
shown numerous historic valuable books,
rooms,
furniture, artefacts from tuition way back.
In the afternoon we went to a
famous handicraft linen shop with local
fabrics.
5th of July Visit to a local school, Kostroma gymnasium nr. 15 for pupils from 717 years of age and
we were shown the creative
works of pupils and teachers. In the afternoon we visited a
well assorted cheese factory.
th
6 of July We went for a beautiful and
spectacular full-day excursion to the settlement of Russian
patriot Ivan Susanin and came
to know a lot more about Russian history
and the turmoil
of theZar Romanov history.
In the village a nun took us to
a most fascinating church, which also related to the
history of the Romanov family.
We tourist ladies went to a
clothes market to shop a designer dress
with Sonja and
to shop souvenirs.
th
7 of July We went on an excursion to a
moose-farm and learnt why the moose are
being taken

it is done.

care of in this place and how

After lunch we went to a village, where the local craftsmen had
worked on making
jewelry for hundreds of
years . This process of handicraft was
thoroughly documented
in the local museum and their
specializing in the art of filigree was stunning.
In the evening we talked
about next year`s ITA meeting and had a
farewell dinner.
8th of July We waved goodbye to
Swetlana, Marina, collegues from Kostroma, Swetlanas students
and were taken to Moscow by
bus.
8th-11th The Danish group spent extra 3
days in Moscow visiting Kremlin, The
Red Square, the
beautiful churches, enjoying
the tourists & football fans.
A elaboration of the presentations…
The plenary meetings on “UNESCO`s
values …” was a kind of academic performance, in which both ITA members,
members from Kostroma State Universi-
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ty, Kostroma State Agricultural Academy
and Kostroma Energy College took part.

sonality in modern Russia.
Women, gender, leadership and management
Matters of using a foreign language, of
learning in general, learning with
Social Media …
“Teaching Russian as a foreign language in N.E. region of Russia”, “A
foreign language is a resource for
development of a professional

Quite a number of teachers , professors,
students etc. spoke from the podium in
the auditorium sharing their personal contribution of “Unesco values ..”with the
audience in Russian, in English , the interpreter Maria managing the translation
really well.
And what were the presentations
about then??
I have sorted out at least 7 different
categories, judging by the contents.
A relevant sketch of the historical development of Kostroma. ”Is Kostroma a provincial city or a backwater area?
Intercultural matters …
1.Collectivism / individualism,
2. investigations on sociocultural values / cultural intelligence due to migration activity, 3.Cossack values and
their role in shaping the per8

A very delicious lunch at the University

competence”, “Academic honesty
in teaching / research”, “How can
Latin phraseology empower a sustainable development ?”, “New
Values of language education in the
Information Society”, “Social networks in the service of professional
education”
Which qualities in an object or a place
make them valuable enough to obtain UNESCO status?
Practical and humanitarian work together with the people of Palestine..
playgrounds for kids and orthopedic footwear for diabetics in a hospital in Jerusalem.

Teaching “The 17 UN Global Goals”
to young kids and adult migrants in
the Danish school-system.
All these presentations deserve a second
thought, a discussion, a debate, which
was not possible during the actual plenary
meeting.
Maybe we can think of a way of overcoming our linguistic barriers and benefit
more from sharing all the information,
wisdom and goodwill between us.
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Sustainable development Goals of the UN
Ensure healthy lives and promote well-being for all at all ages

By Hanne Smidth og Bent Nielsen

high as in the Danish population. The
costs of treatment are very high if the
health systems don’t work hard with prevention. One of the cornerstones of the
project is making individually footwear
for temporarily and permanent use. I developed this system at Gentofte University Hospital in Copenhagen in the period
1987 – 2011. The system for 100% individually temporarily shoes are approximately 80% cheaper than conventionally
systems. It is a low technology system
with a short time for production and is
very flexible for changings during the period of treatment. In Palestine I teach
nurses and doctors at Augusta Victoria
Hospital in East-Jerusalem as well as at
the health stations and refugee camps in
the West Bank area and in Gaza. I have
working as volunteer during the last 11
years.

Our Speaks about UN goals nr. 3.
When we were at Kostroma this summer,
Bent and I were both telling about our
work with goal no. 3. Good Health and
Well-Being.
Bent about his work in Palestine and Pakistan where he is teaching nurses and
doctors how to prevent amputations when
patients have diabetes and ulcers at their
feet, and I about building playgrounds for
the whole family in Palestine.
Health work in the Middle East
I have been working in Palestine and Pakistan to bring a system of treatment of
severe foot-ulcers and for preventing foot
- and leg-amputations for diabetic patients. In the Middle East region the prevalence of Diabetes is about 5-6 times as

In Pakistan I have set up a program for
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450.000 diabetic patients with high risk
for severe foot ulcers and amputations as
master trainee at the Bagai Institute of Diabetology and Epidemiology. This program was supported as well from The
World Diabetic Foundation as from
WHO.

for the children. They often throw stones
after the settlers to tell them to stay away
from the West Bank, and soldiers from
Israel are taking children from twelve
years old into prison. With playgrounds,
with a guardian, children are much more
safe, and it gives them a possibility to
play outside using their energy. And in
this way prevent from lifestyle diseases,
such as fatness, diabetes, heart problems
Why playgrounds in Palestine?
and the like. Diabetes is very common in
All over at the West Bank in Palestine set- Palestine, and it could be so good, if prevention by playing would be possible.
tlers are building settlements close to
towns and villages, and Palestinians have I am a member of an international organinowhere to go playing and to enjoy their
zation called Follow the Women, where
free time with the family. Especially
we, women from all over the World, until
south of Hebron, the settlers are very ag2009, were biking for peace in the Middle
gressive, and parents are afraid, that
East. Since that time, it has not been possomething should happen to their chilsible. What to do then? As Follow the
dren. When they only have the streets
Women already had built a few playwhere to play, it can be very dangerous
grounds in Palestine, it was obvious to
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continue in that direction, trying to give
the Palestinians a more decent life. The
two last playgrounds have been at Yatta
and Rihiya. A town and a village south of
Hebron in Hebron Hills. The first playgrounds were build in parks and official
playgrounds. But nobody were responsible, and more of them are in a very bad
condition now. More of them are made of
wood, and nobody are taking care of
them, if something is broken. I have been
lucky to find a blacksmith, Rayon, who is
making equipment for playgrounds in
iron, and the last two playgrounds are
having a guardian, who are closing the
fence for the night. Rayon is living just
north of Hebron, and he has being a very
big help. So now it is all local people,
with whom I am cooperating. I am writing the application to the international
Follow the Women. When I have got a
positive answer, I am contacting the wise
president of Palestinian Diabetes Associa-

tion, Ahmad. He knows, where the need
is biggest, and then we contact the local
authority and talk with them about our
ideas. Both times they have been very
thankful and eager to get started. The
blacksmith, the local contact person and I
are having a meeting, where we together
find out, what we want and how much we
have money for, and then it all get started.
Last time, when the playground in Rihiya
was build, it took only 3,5 month. We
were deciding everything in November,
and in the middle of March, we were invited for the opening. And what a day!!!
The children were ever so happy, and all
equipment were in use as soon as the
teachers gave them permission. Lovely to
see, how much joy, such a playground can
give.
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WORD TO YOU FROM... :
Whenever you might come
to sudden region
to find sense, intelligence and wisdom
you have to comprehend that your decision
to outsource
depends on overall and delicate vision
about how to live, to act, perform and force...
And if you want to reach the up-to-date solutions
and maybe their following impacts,
be generous, avoid fruitless decisions
then you will never reinforce impeccable illusions
and be the driving force of positive events...
Love is for all both trial and enjoyment,
delight at any time in a literal sense,
let you be pure in your sense, look forward,
and keep it more than anything else...
A member of All-Russia Union of literary workers
Natalia Shamberova,
St.Petersburg, Russia,
to all ITA members on the
NATIVITY OF MADONNA
i.e. September, 21.
Warm congratulations!
Be as happy as it comes to
you!
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Annual Meeting 2019 in Bulgaria
We are going to visit Petia in Bulgaria.
Petia has two times arranged very succesfull annual meetings, so we are looking
very much forward to it.
The planning is in progress, but we can
tell that we are going to visit Blagoevgrad, there are 2 universities and many
schools.
We will have our meetings in the skiing
area Bansko Town. We will meet with
teachers from Razlog Town.
We are going to visit Vanga’s place and
Melnik Town.This region is the south fo
Sofia
Vangas Place

Blagoevgrad—Rila Manatery
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The Ribbon International
edy of nuclear war or a nuclear accident
more than ever before.

Ribbon 2020 – Tangible Hope for
No Nuclear War

On August 1st 2020, the 75th Anniversary
of the nuclear bombing of Hiroshima and
Nagasaki, The Ribbon International is
planning to have a Ribbon event in New
York City and in other cities around the
world. Please join us, and pray for a
world without nuclear weapons and never another nuclear tragedy. (If you cannot join, please pray with us wherever
you are.)

By June Tano, USA

The Ribbon was founded by Justine Merritt
who had visited Hiroshima Peace Memorial
Museum in 1982. She was greatly affected
by the tragedy caused by the Atomic Bomb.
After arriving home, it came to her to create
a Ribbon, and decided to have a Ribbon
event on the 40th memorial anniversary of
Hiroshima and Nagasaki.

How to make Ribbon?

It was in the middle of the Cold War between The United States and The Soviet
Union, and using nuclear weapons could
happen again at a moments notice.

(Please also see our website:
www.theribboninternational.org)

Cut a panel of sturdy cloth, double thickness,
of any color.
Finished size: one meter by a half meter (or
one yard by a half yard)
Sew 20cm (9 inch) pieces of ribbon to each
corner so the panels may be easily tied
together.
On this panel, sew, paint, write, embroider,
weave, knit, tie-dye or use any other kind
of ornaments to express what you most
love about the world and want to protect
from what is endangered on this earth.

On August 4, 1985, in Washingon, D.C.,
fifteen miles of Ribbons encircled the
Pentagon and other important monuments: With the message of “What I cannot bear to think of as lost forever in a
nuclear war”. The Atomic Bomb Dome
in Hiroshima was also encircled.
The Ribbon International is now a Non
Governmental Organization in Assosiation with the United Nations. Since
1985, many Ribbons have been created
around the world. People carry Ribbons
and pray for Peace at many occasions
such as; community memorial gatherings
and marches related to nuclear, peace
and environmental issues. Ribbons
have been exhibited in various places as
well.
Nowadays the world is closer to the trag15

E.S.L. Games for Young Students in the Classroom

“ Play gives children a chance to practice what they are learning. ”

- Mr. Rogers.
Written by E.S.L/ E.F.L. Teacher, Reporter: Ms. Liz S. Martinez-Cordero, Mexico.

finish on a positive note. The following
two engaging E.S.L. games may be used
to spice up your lessons.

The E.S.L. games can be used to introduce new vocabulary, reinforce a language point, practice words or language
structures, teach or practice grammar and
improve core skills, they can aid both
E.S.L. and E.F.L. learners and speakers
improve their English language ability.
Playing games is a fun way to help students make connections between words
and grammar. These connections quicken
the process of building language skills.
Playing games in classrooms aid shy or
quiet students really begin to open up and
speak English better, it also helps them to
focus attention, improve interaction and
build up confidence while interacting
with different types of colleagues. Games
can also be used to warm up the class
when the lesson begins, during the lesson
to revitalize or at the end of the class to

Game:“ Mexican teacher saluting students”:
This game is designed for practicing
"greetings for children" in E.S.L. classrooms. This is an informal communication activity appropriate for children in
elementary/primary school and for young
E.S.L. learners.
Things to use in game: Hands.
Object of game: To greet the teacher in a
friendly manner before the lesson begins
or after a school break.
Students are gathered standing up
in line outside the classroom.
The teacher then salutes the students at the front door of the classroom and requests them to clap
16

their hands or shake their hands in
a funny way upon greeting. Each
student stands in line to greet and
give a different handshake to the
teacher before entering the classroom. The students can be very creative and invent new ways to greet
someone, they may build up confidence and be less shy before they
start up learning activities and interaction with the teacher. The
greetings may include full body
turns and swings, jumps, hugs, fists
and thumbs up.

grip. Moreover, the classroom
walls may be decorated to give a
better ambience. Students may
stand up behind in line, form a circle around chairs and walk along
them. Music may be played while
the students walk, shake a bit their
body or place their hands up. After
students gather in a circle behind a
line and walk around chairs, they
have to sit down as fast as possible
on a chair when a signal, tone or
song is stopped or put off. Each
time after the students walk around
in circles and sit down on a chair, a
chair is put away, however students
must continue walking with fewer
chairs until only one is left for the
winner.
Alternative play for more advanced
students:
Students may also dance and sing
loud while they walk around the
chairs, they may make a circle of
chairs, with one extra and pick up a
piece of paper with a number. One
by one, students may move down
the circle and say: “I am sitting on
a chair and have picked up my
number…I am sitting on a chair
with number ten...”. Whoever has a
number runs and sits in an empty
chair. If the student loses a chair
with a number or doesn´t get up to
run to the chair immediately, he or
she is out.
Video #2: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=4E1c1TUJH1c
Letting your students get loose and have a
bit of fun with their learning is a formula
for success in the environment you create
in your classroom. Doing games to let
your students cut loose promotes fun, excitement, good rapport in the English language and above all, a welcomed break
from a traditional lesson.

Video #1: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=kINibcc5Qi8
Game:" Kids seating on chairs “:
This game is designed for practicing
"classroom interaction skills". This is a
physical communication activity appropriate for E.S.L./ E.F.L. learners in elementary/primary schools with young students.
Things to use in game: Body and hands,
also chairs.
Object of game: To move around other
students using the body and hands. To be
the last person sitting on the last chair left
in front of a group.
To come up with a fun and entertaining game you do not necessarily need an expensive equipment,
for example chairs can be repurposed to gaming devices and relay
games. When it comes to playing
with chairs, it is important that
safety for each game participant is
upheld at any time. In the heat of
the moment during a game competition, it is easy to slip, stumble and
fall down. Therefore, it is very important that you do not play those
games on a slippery floor and make
sure people wear shoes with a good
17

Memories from the annual meeting in Kostroma 2018

Visit to to a practical school in Kostroma

Thank you to Svetlana Kovaleva, standing next to Sonja Holmedal (Sweden)

Introduction to
the conference
by Svetlana
Kovaleva and
her colleague
We had the pleasure to meet the
english teacher Natashia Farris who
was speaking Danish.
18

Teachers and professors from the university are
singeing local songs

Presentation of a Swedish member of ITA, Sonja Homedal

I am an old member of ITA,. My fist ITA conference was in Kostroma, this year.
I was born in northern Sweden and have Sami
blood from my mother.
I left northern Sweden after I graduated.
My academic studies include middle school
teachers and special education courses. In addition, I have studied teaching and schooling at
the postgraduate level.
I have been active as a primary school teacher,
specialist teacher, principal, university assistant
and consultant, and have also received scholarships for shorter courses in England and
Hungary.
I am the mother of two sons, grandmother of
three girls and two boys. A son lives with his
family in Hollywood, Los Angeles.
Since I became a pensioner, I have made many
trips around the world. Many times I have traveled among indigenous people.

I prefer to live
among the locals as
I travel.
When I was ten years old I received
the book Pippi
Långstrump in the
South Sea as a gift.
Ever since, I dreamed of swimming
and snorkeling
among beautiful fishes. It became reality
1999/2000. Then I traveled around among the
islands of the South Sea (Pacific). I brought my
sons. As the New Millennium would happen in
Tonga, we traveled there. There had been a discussion between Fiji and Tonga about which
country as a skull comes first into the New Millennium. The king of Tonga settled the battle by
setting the hour an hour. Sometimes I travel
myself but through membership of 5W
(www.womenwelcomewomen.uk) there are
many opportunities to travel. I'm also a member
19 of Servas (www.servas.org)
I will continue my travels, but first I have to get
a new knee.

On the issue of correlation of pedagogical traditions
and innovations in modern school education

Suvorova I.M., Petrozavodsk state university, senior instructor, Ph.D. in Philosophy PetrSU, suvormih@list.ru,
89212266747

of world outlook, and the task of modern
school is to give such a system to its graduates. This is why dealing with education
reforms one cannot apply production and
economical criteria and tools. Only such
educational system is efficient which is
well-fitted into the cultural tradition of
the country, is correlated to its national
mentality and is aimed at forming an individual learning about the cohesive picture
of the world with regard to individual
abilities and aims. In this instance, the
idea of the picture of the world and a person’s place in it is the ontological aspect
of the educational system. This system
cannot be borrowed; it is built within one
culture by efforts of professionals, theorists and practitioners of education. One
of the real areas may be popularization
and implementation of the philosophical

Education modernization processes, which today are aimed at Russia’s integration into the European educational
space, naturally suppose resolving the issue of efficiency of certain pedagogical
innovations.
In the 21 century being educated
means not only being able to use computer technologies of getting and processing
information, but also developed skills to
analyze, evaluate and form this information – to work conscientiously and responsibly in the information space of the
modern world. This ability is possessed
only by persons with a sustainable system
20

model of the Russian school – “culturecreative”. The culture-creative school
model offers solutions for a whole set of
modern
educational
and
socialpsychological problems of epistemological and axiological nature. This model
equips its pupil with substantial criteria of
professional choice, forms integral world
outlook of students including a system of
knowledge about nature, culture, society,
human beings and oneself, i.e. cultural
and social self-identification. The core
factor in the subject field of the culturecreative school is formation of the student’s self-awareness which is formed
thanks to the efforts of teachers of all subjects working the sets of multi-subject
classes organized in the algorithms of meta-methodological approach (the way of
uniting subject methods). The school
name itself was developed by the Philosophy Doctor, Professor, Corresponding
Member of RAE, Head of Department of
Aesthetics and Ethics of RSPU A.I. Herzen – A.P. Valitskaya. Successful approbation of the model in schools of St. Petersburg, Leningrad region, northern Caucasus, Volga region, Siberia, and the
Urals proved the viability of the culturecreative school in the realities of modern
Russia. Starting from 2006, this model is
introduced in the educational process as a
form of experiment in Derzhavinsky Lyceum of Petrozavodsk. The developed
multi-disciplinary modus includes integration of humanities and naturalmathematical sets of 13 subjects uniting
over 35 teachers of the Lyceum. But implementation of the model does not provide for traditional methods of integration
of separate subjects, since its innovative
nature is based on the philosophical idea
of forming a holistic picture of the world
for the student from the point of view of
achievements of all sciences. There is a
certain dialectical interconnection between traditions and innovations in the
contents and methods of education. Tradi-

tion is the basis for consistency; its positive pole is directed at the rising of forces
and strengthening qualities of the system.
The negative pole of tradition not changing with times is directed at lowering the
system qualities. Innovation also has two
poles: rejection, competition and confrontation, as well as the positive pole: borrowing and positive interaction with other
systems. According to the laws of dialectics, counter action is equal to action by
volume. Based on this, traditions are
strengthened with mutual strengthening
of innovations. The dialectical nature
manifests itself so that in the long run traditions of past time are replaced by new
traditional statements (former innovations). Therefore, if a tradition (in this
case, integration) is connected to the innovation (culture creative school model)
by its active positive pole, then their action is strengthened, developed, modified
and logically leads to the change of objects. During the periods of intensive
processes of unification and globalization
of society (as in the situation of today),
the dialectical change of traditions and
innovations is obvious. The obviousness
of the urgency of the culture-creative
school is determined by the struggle in
modern education for the formation of the
holistic scientific picture of the world, for
“open mind”, for connection with spiritual traditions (F. Frebel), for basic culture
as “superiority of the spiritual” (B. Nemensky) for anti-dogmatic thinking (A.
Bluim), for “comprehensive meditation”,
but not "calculative thinking” (M.
Heidegger).
Thus, “sprouting” of perspective
innovations with regard to the best traditions of domestic education corresponds
to requests of today and logically fits into
the processes of education modernization.
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HOW TO BE TEENAGER OR NEW DIRECTION
OF 10 YEARS OLD EDUCATIONAL BUSINESS
What was present on the market 10
years ago? Few schools recruiting only
local teachers. Academic method of
teaching, based on translation and learning by heart. Nobody used communicative approach eliminating the possibility
of speaking mother tongue. There were
no native speakers graduated from famous colleges. Market was ready for new
effective product. That’s how, working
for the first year we have obtained the
reputation of the school with unknown
but super effective method of teaching.
From the first year we have started
to work with native speakers being special on the market. We always had something unique – copyright educational programs, charity events and all the range of
high quality linguistic services of b2b and
b2c formats.
When everyone was crying because
of crisis, British Academic Centre was
producing social projects, promoting the
idea of foreign languages learning. When
the competitors were copying our ideas
we were inventing new ones far better!
During the hardest time of «non-season»
when our main audience was on vacation,
despite of the logic, we were opening new
schools in new cities. Having strong ambitions to become private institute, we
came up with the programs of professional growth for teachers, interpreters and
linguistic experts. And now we are newly
licensed private institute which educates
for more than 20 professions connected to
foreign languages!
Being 10 years old, we confidently
realize what mission we accomplish and
why we do exist. The idea of foreign languages learning has to be well promoted.
The ability to communicate with foreign
people is «must have» tool of successful
new-day person. Foreign languages deDi-

Director General of British Academic Centre
Ekaterina G. Lasenkova, English and
French interpreter,
MA degree in Linguistics, MA degree in Economics
krasnodar@bacstudy.com
2018 – our first jubilee. Ambitious
chain of the schools of foreign languages
British Academic Centre was born in the
capital of South of Russia 10 years ago.
Challenging, career-oriented, breaking the
system school.
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dia;

- Participation in governmental educational projects;
- Free lectures about self-motivation;
- Implementation of special motivating programs for each client;
- Adapting regular programs for client’s needs.
And we keep introducing new motivating tools, forms of learning, educational programs and parallel directions of
study.
In order to cover the need of foreigners to learn Russian, we produced copyright educational program Russian as foreign language which is completely different from the ones present on the market.
The main difference of our course consists of variability of accessible blueprints. For example, it is not easy to find
Medical Russian, actually, only few big
state universities can provide with this
course, but not everyone will be able to
go to Moscow for regular study. When it
comes to special cases, market gives only
classical educational instruments. Taking
into account the fact that today most people need various and flexible on-line education, we have started on-line teaching.
Our student can learn even the most specific and highbrow program. Apparently,
in the end of each course when the exams
are successfully passed we give official
certificates to our students. We know
what kind of role official documents play.
This careful approach we apply everywhere. We create comfortable educational process without the fluff, without
non-sense subjects which will never be
used by the students in their future professional lives. That’s how we make our programs shorter and cheaper. We respect the
resources of our students such as time and
money.
On purpose to create even more affordable product we examined the field of
e-learning platforms and found the lack of
self-effective programs where the stu-

Rector of British Academic Centre (Sochi
branch)
Veronika E. Matveenko, Ph.D.,
teacher of Russian as a foreign
personal009@rambler.ru
velop our brains making us more intelligent, it is highly important for kids.
Learning languages we train our memory,
automatically becoming smarter. Moreover, it is already proven by many scientists: IQ of the ones who speak foreign
languages is much higher than IQ of those
who speak only mother tongue. So, our
key idea is to take care not only of the
best educational facilities but also of high
motivation. What are our special motivation tools?
- Private events only for those who
speak English;
- Conversational clubs with native
speakers;
- Regional English language competitions for children with free trips to England for the winners;
- Games and quests for corporate clients;
- Promotion of the idea in social me23

dents will not need to buy additional online lessons with teachers, where expensive consultations will not take place,
where the program by itself is great teacher. You start to learn foreign language on
the platform and you don’t need any help.
Our platform matches 100% of communicative approach rules. Unbelievable for
beginners but it works. We invented electronic system of grammar explanation
without mother tongue. This product erases market boundaries. It will become the
business of the future having all our traditional unique qualities.
Currently, British Academic Centre
in introducing new educational projects
such as English on-line and Russian as
foreign language on-line. It is not a secret,
nowadays, this form of education is popular. But what we offer is not easy to find,
it is absent abroad, at the same time, these
educational programs are highly requested. Only few Russian universities educate
for the same programs. For example, besides well-known practical courses of
Russian (different levels), we offer fieldspecific programs for professional purposes:

eign colleagues to learn about new methods, teacher’s books, tests developed by
advanced teachers. We consult our students in the matter of teaching material
not adapted for learning Russian as foreign language. The schedule of learning
depends on the students.
As to learning English on-line, we
offer large range of educational programs
with native speakers and Russian teachers. In Russian schools after the 9th and
11th grades the children pass obligatory
state exams of English. Russian teachers
of our centre learnt in detail the materials
needed to pass successfully these exams.
Also, we involve English native speakers
from UK and US in preparation of our on
-line students to pass international exams
like TOEFL, BEC, GRE, CELTA, TKT
etc.
We start all the projects mentioned
above in September 2018.
We have realized, old school is losing momentum. High quality on-line educational services will conquer the market
and we have to be ready. New 10 years
we are starting with creation new way of
learning. Valuable, effective, affordable,
comfortable and saving time.
Russian for foreign economists;
Our teenager has done good job in
Russian for engineers;
the field of self-development and now we
Medical Russian;
are ready to put bigger goals. New direcRussian for Diplomatists and politi- tion is chosen. But we will keep our princal experts (foreign relations);
ciples: comfortable application-oriented
On-line preparation for Russian lan- education, professional and charismatical
guage exams (for migrants);
teaching, well-thought software and motiRussian for mass-media employees. vating this World to select only high quality communication.
The advantage of our courses is system learning with professional teacher,
Sincerely Yours,
native speaker. To be Russian native
Director General of British Academspeaker is not enough for teaching that’s ic Centre Ekaterina G. Lasenkova,
why we work only with highly qualified
Director of British Academic Centre
teachers knowing the method.
(Sochi branch) Veronika E. Matveenko
Another important thing: British Academic Centre offers distance upgrading
course for foreign teachers of Russian.
This course is created to help to our for24
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Business and pleasure
in kindergarten speech-therapy group

By Kuznetsova Natalia Alekseevna, higher qualification speech-therapist, City
Children’s Polyclinic №1, Vladimir, Russia
Abstract. This article tells you about KVN
game show as an effective method of
teaching and a way of motivation to study
in kindergarten speech-therapy group. It
gives the certain plan of KVN game show
and the examples of the tasks with speech
-therapy specifics I used in my work with
children.
Keywords. KVN game show, motivation,
playing moments, kindergarten, speechtherapy tasks, generalizing words, the
correlation of the letters with sounds, riddles, poem declamation, retelling one after the other
“Oh, when shall I play?”- my 2-nd grade
daughter often asks me. Only homework,
homework, the eternal homework… She
is lack of free time. My usual answer is
“Business before pleasure” or “Work is
done time for fun”.
But is it really so??
The sense of insecurity in the situation of
stress, constant tension and aggression in
the society, isolation, despondency – all
these factors have its negative influence

on the educational process. And the point
is not only in big homework. The fact is
that modern children in their majority
don’t have a passion for knowledge, they
don’t feel the necessity of it. I often face
to this problem in my speech-therapy
work. The usual parent’s complaints are:
“my child doesn’t want to learn to speak
well” for pre-school children or “my child
doesn’t want to study writing, reading and
Russian, he is lazy-bones” for school children. During the examination I find out
the roots of their problems.
In the majority of cases the main reason
of all their evils is not only in medical
problems, but in total absence of motivation to study, as well.
But our children do need knowledge for
their future life. And the task of a teacher
is to make them study and study with
pleasure.
How can we combine business with
pleasure?
It is well-known that little children learn
the useful information through the game.
They like to play, and they learn this
world through the game. Sometimes we,
grown-ups, do forget about it.
I would like to tell you about my own ex26

perience of the use of the playing moments in my work with children of my
kindergarten speech-therapy group.
I use speech-therapy quizzes, poemcompetitions, a student of the day and of
the year competition and the KVN humor
show.
KVN
means“Club of the cheerful and sharpwitted”.
KVN is the Russian invention of the sixties years of the ХХ century. It is a TV
team game show, which has the certain
plan with specific regulations and requirements of cheerfulness and sharpwittedness. As a rule this game is very
popular not only among school and university students, but among working people and pensioners. This is a game for all
ages and professions. And I also use this
method of teaching on my speech-therapy
lessons with 6-7 aged children. It was a
long period of preparations for this event
and at last we performed our KVN game
show at the end of May 2018.
Of course it wasn’t a usual KVN, it was a
speech-therapy KVN called “I want to
know everything” with special rules for
the participants:
Work friendly, all together
Be able to listen to your friend
Be good, sit well
Not to offend your friend
Don’t laugh at a failed team
Don’t be angry, if your team failed.
And the tasks of this game had a speechtherapy specifics, though the main attributes of the game were the same as on the
TV KVN game show. That means, that
children were divided into 2 teams –
“Experts” and “Scholars”, I chose the
captains of the teams. They came into the
hall and first of all sang a famous hymn
of KVN all together. Then they declaimed
the greeting to the audience and the team
greetings and each team took their seats at
the round tables.
The first task was to call generalizing

words. For instance, I enumerated
“Venus, Mars, Earth, Jupiter” are … .
And the children called the generalizing
word “planets”. Every player called one
generalizing word, so everybody had a
chance to answer.
The second task was to make a speechtherapy chamomile. Every player came
up to the white-board and put the certain
picture to the certain sound. For instance,
[b] – bag, [r] –rainbow, [h] – hat etc.
The third task was based on the play of
words. I read rhymes with the mistakes
and the children had to correct these mistakes quickly.
For example, I gave such kind of a
rhyme:
“Isn’t it funny,
How a bear likes MONEY (HONEY),
Buzz, buzz, buzz,
I wonder, why he does?”
The child had to correct my mistake and
say the right word “honey”.
The fourth task was riddles. Every player
was involved into this process.
The fifth task was a poem declamation.
Every player declaimed a funny poem by
heart “Not a bit of down, nor a single
feather" by Vladimir Orlov.
And the sixth and the most difficult task
was to retell the story “Naughty kitten”
one after the other.
At the end of the show the children sang
KVN hymn all together again on the stage
and got small presents for memory – rubbers in the form of smiley faces.
Good motivation gave good results - everybody showed excellent knowledge of
the material and it’s hardly necessary to
say that friendship won!
That was really a good combination of
business and pleasure!
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Folk Art High School Imperial Woman Aleksandra Fedorovna,
Saint- Petersburg, Russia

students of an University. By the by, some
of us are going to continue their education
after graduation of our school in a University we contact with. Taking into account the main idea of our essay – our
English Portfolio – we come back to the
idea of A Teenager portrait, we have been
discussing in English rather often while
our English lessons. What can we say, as
students (pupils), touching The Art in our
everyday practice? Of course, artistic outlook and artistic point of view on all
problems, connecting with the English
language in our life.
So, we are sure, that Teenage is the best
age to be. It is by itself the very kind of a
portfolio. One of our friends wrote someday in her letter: ‘’ We have some diffiBy Marina Azarenkova
culties in communication with the world
of adults. Sometimes we do not get very
My English Portfolio.
well with parents and our teachers, because we have very mixed feelings, very
Greetings from rather small, but very
difficult for adults to understand someattractive and advanced school, our betimes.’’ Yes, there are some difficulties,
loved second home. We are sending warm but they are not serious as principal ones
greetings to all our friends from different in our school. Out teachers like parents
schools, who have not yet known that
care us and help us to manage the probthey are our friends. But we hope, they
lems we face in our life, especially, outwill be. We all are involved in this wonside school. English helps us to overload
derful project suggested by you, about
difficulties. We read very interesting texts
English in our life. English has come to
about famous people, heroes, scientists,
our school , to us, pupils, as an ordinary
our history, art and music. The point of
school subject firstly, but very soon it
the plot – sense of responsibility, honesbrought not only interesting information
ty, assistance and recognition of others,
about numerous things on the Earth, but a slow but definitely becomes our personal
hope for a better life and a happier future features, as our teachers say.
in our adult years.
A special lesson about “English portfoHow is the “English in our Life” program lio” was named ‘’ Develop your hidden
going?
power’’. We have to talk about different
We have lessons and outside activities, as things, and after that- guess, what that
exhibition of posters, paintings and hand- long conversation meant for us. There
made things about our city, our families,
were such topics as: Tell us about your
our folk art. After relating time in teenag- feelings about this game; your most imer’s sittings, we got a picture of interculportant possession, something you do not
tural communication with the students of like doing; your ideal day, a lucky world
some other schools, and even with the
28 without wars, your happiest moment in

the last year, your ideas about the ideal
because the modern world in which we
wife or husband, a job you would like,
live got some positive and negative
your hopes for the future, your own conpoints. Positive points are modern techtribution to you country’s happiness, a
nologies enable us a better time. We must
nice present you want to give a friend, a
remember about negative points, and if
country you are interested in, something
we are not careful they can defect and deyou are proud of (in yourself/ in others),
stroy us. We must fight against drugs,
something dangerous, how you get to
smoking, if we notice someone among
school work, something you worry about, fellows of our age. We must care for the
a dream you had, and so on. Really, this
nature. It is good. We agree with it as a
work contributed a lot to building our
necessary action for a clever and humanTeen’s Self-Esteem, because our teachers istic person. It is one more point of our
loved and accepted us. Saw something
portfolio.
special in us. Set limits. Allow for indiAnd, at last, our Folk Art superiority
vidual flexibility within the limits they
above all our intentions and plans – our
set.
Portfolio’s cover. Our works reflects our
Of course, we have yet a lot of work to
understanding of Beauty of national culimprove our English, but everyday practure, glory of our nation, sense of coopertice let us an opportunity of developing
ation and friendship with people of anour hidden power to very important
other nationalities, our history and our
things, we are ready to name here as siglook into the future. We believe that A
nificant personal achievements for our
Beauty rules the World. Our hand-made
Portfolio: 1. Make decisions; 2.Solve
works will please people as ‘’Russian
problems;3. Reach goals; 4.Complete
Souvenirs.’’ We think we have to change
what we start; 5.Live abundantly since
this world to the better, because it is very
childhood, learning to think about the oth- materialistic. We should pay attention to
ers in our lives, not only parents or close
spiritual way of life as well. As our Portfriends.
folios’ goal as a personal perfection docuOne more point of our Portfolio is our
ment is- With our God’s and industrious
participation in Intercultural communica- good will’s help become a useful , witty
tion program with our friends- teenagers
and kind person. A survivor for all the
from some schools in Russia and abroad, best – culture, nation, world, Peace.
especially with Danish students. Our lessons and then- activity on the theme “The
World without war” were very interesting. Thank you.
We understood then that the world is very
turbulent and needs our protection. We
Zvonarev Dmitrii, Dolbnya Maria, Lezhhave known such words as non-violence, nina Olga, Starikov Konstantin – the 8th
tolerance, peace education, spiritual way
grade; Menshakov Ivan, Menshakova Anof life, moral values, living values and so na, Vardanyan Ilaria –the 9th grade;
on. This item of knowledge added a lot to Ydovenko Polina, Efimova Vasilisa- the
our portfolio as personalities for a new
10th grade; Nikulin Innokentiy- the 11th
world. We were happy to know that
grade. Our English teachers:Shastina GaUNESCO appreciated our schools contri- lina Nikolaevna, Klyachin Evgeniy
bution ‘’to a world of a sustainable devel- Yurievich. Our teachers, masters of handopment’’. Due to intercultural communimade labour: Aleksandrova Elena Koncation with pupils from some foreign
stantinovna,Shaverin Victor Igorevich,
countries we have to discuss a lot of very Antipova Nina Yurievna; Intercultural
important themes in our letters, open29 communication teacher-organizerlessons on- line , exchange our worries ,
Azarenkova Marina Ivanovna.

12 Commandments of Good Parenting by Dr. Leo Rebello
1.. Both parents looking after the child
with love and respect.

7.. No Cell phones as play tools for small
children.

2.. With Grand Parents, Aunts, Uncles,
Cousins visiting regularly.

8.. No Child Abuse of any kind, including
Vaccines, Drugs.

3.. Plenty of Love, Smile that will help
blossoming of the child.

9.. No Smoking in front of children.

4.. No Shouting, No Fighting that will
frighten the child.

10. Set Rules, but no Harsh Punishments.

11. Play with children, go for Picnics,
take them to school, movies.

5.. Eating with children. A family that
eats together, stays together.

12. Have pets at home so children are
protected and learn kindness.

6.. No Cell phones at Dinner table.
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